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Long March Project: The Deficit Faction  

Duration: 2nd Nov 2019 to 8th Jan 2020 

Location: Long March Space, 798 Art District, Beijing 

Participating Artists  

Yin-Ju Chen & Li-Chun Lin / Sheryl Cheung / Aracha Cholitgul / Fong Fo / Hotel Asia Project with Gen Sasaki 

& Keiichi Miyagawa / Ayoung Kim / Meiro Koizumi / Lee Kai-Chung / Yong Xiang Li / Liang Shuo / Long 

March Collective / Mao Chenyu / Planet Marx / Xiaoshi Qin / Alessandro Rolandi & Zhao Tianji (Social 

Sensibility R&D Department) / Miti Ruangkritya / Tao Hui / Yi Xin Tong / Wang Tuo / Xiyadie 

Curated by Long March Project 

Long March Project proudly presents “The Deficit Faction,” a curated group exhibition born from the 

monthly “Planet Marx” reading club launched in March. Informed by the concept of deficiency, this is a 

conceptual faction that enlists enquiries into the systemic deterioration of the natural environment, spiritual 

practices or badlands hazed in the fine particles of technology, and theoretical practices embracing their own 

limitations. The faction continues to amass. Though each member’s understanding of deficiency may differ, 

it nonetheless suggests a space for circulating the profusion of different knowledge or subject matters that 

either recognize their own shortfall, or, by speculatively exhausting their own depletion, render the ontology 

anew, thus allying various negative fields. 

 

In approaching deficiency, the immediate response is reminiscent of alchemical operations that shift base 

materials into noble ones; artists are knowledgeable in operating between a poverty of materials and a 

richness of signification. Poverty here can be a wealth elsewhere. In this context, we’ve been considering a 

plethora of perspectives, specifically relating to how “broken landscape” could not only be a term for Marx to 

address “ecological rift”, but also as actual landscape visible in our daily life. Here, eco-Marxist Jason W. 

Moore’s notion of Cheap Nature slides into our discussion. Cheap Nature offers multiple reference points 

into the Chinese reality, thus extending it beyond mere rhetoric. The generic face of capitalism lowers the 

conditions of life, only to benefit its margin gain. Cheap labor multiplied by fast turnover rate = Factory of the 

World; though such an unsustainable mode of production seems cognizant of its own endpoint, as China 

seeks to explore green power. This discursive trajectory can hardly result in the restoration of the “richness” 

of nature, but considers the difficulties of fixing and tinkering as part of our existential condition. It leads us 

to further speculate whether Ackbar Abbas’s “poor theory” – the set of theoretical practices that tap into the 
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unknown with versatile positions to accommodate its own disabilities – would possibly shed on lights to the 

question of cheap nature, and render obsolete the didacticism of the high/low dichotomy. 

 

The participating artists navigate between the inside and outside of the existing models of production, 

observing and narrating the porousness capable of channeling various overlapping flows between technical, 

cultural and environmental landscapes. Contamination ceases to signify negativity. Just as technology has 

redefined what we used to call Mother Nature into second nature through tainted synthesis, though this is 

only to the acknowledgement of new grounds for understanding its ontological nature. At this stage, points 

of contamination are nodes allowing us to traverse through various categories. “Dirty shaman” would be one 

such method of reconfiguring a permeable body, with diverse layers of the production of knowledge 

deployable as if they are porous geological strata. 

 

“Long March Project: The Deficit Faction” is produced by Long March Project and curatorially 

conceived by LMP researcher Zian Chen, with director Theresa Liang, project manager / exhibition 

designer Shen Jun, and press officer Clement Huang. 

 

 

About Long March Project 

http://www.longmarchproject.com 

Conceived in 1999, Long March Project, of which “A Walking Visual Display” (2002) is considered the 

inaugural and foundational venture, has become an ongoing curatorial initiative based in Beijing since 2002, 

with the format of each project deriving from the specific context and concerns each endeavour calls for. The 

Project was born and continues to grow in the ever-shifting ground between the local and the global, 

consciously positioning itself where multiple contexts converge in order to probe into the economy of 

contemporary visual culture, anchored to topics related to artistic production. It creates curatorial projects 

situated in pluralistic scenarios that allow theoretical notions to be discussed on the same plane as everyday 

realities, in an attempt to offer new perspectives that see the past as present and pressing as the current, 

generating future possibilities from today’s artistic angst. 
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